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Welcome to Life forest
Join the many who have chosen Life forest 
as a greener, more affordable alternative 
to traditional burial, and have made a 
commitment to protect our forests. 
By choosing Life forest you too can help 
protect this land forever.

Life Forest is committed to educating 
the public and has proudly earned 
Arboretum Accreditation.



Tour our Property
We invite you to take a tour of our property 
independently, and we would like to highlight 
points of interest. Please use this to guide you 
along your way. If able, we encourage you 
to walk to the end of the path where you will 
intersect with shedd Brook. 
Feel free to take along your animal 
companions, pets are always welcome. 
Along your route, be sure to look at all the 
details that make Life forest so special. first 
and foremost are the trees that mark all of 
our Life forest family members. 
take your smartphone and you can scan 
many sites via Qr code and read about 
the special people at rest there.



Begin your tour at our main garden or 
open burial area, established in 2019. You 
will find trees in different stages of growth, 
personally selected by each family. the 
forest is ever growing with new additions 
throughout our planting season. As you will 
see, many of our trees still have a watering 
bag attached. the bags ensure proper 
watering and will be removed in their third 
year once approved by our arborist.

Lining the main burial area path, you will find 
our Pollinator Garden. this area is dedicated 
to single ash burials; making Life forest 
attainable for all budgets is a priority.  take 
note of the large evergreen nearest our 
fence. this is our evergreen Grove and is also 
for single ash burials. many of the spaces 
here are a part of our Guardianship Program.

continuing through the first 
burial area you will find a 
Little free Library. our books 
focus on grief. We hope to 
offer a gentle and familiar 
place for children that are 
acclimating to a life with loss. 



moving along on the 
path you will next find our 
Arch Garden. the Arch 
Garden is our second 
phase of burial space and 
was opened in the spring 
of 2022. It is marked by 
two beautiful birch trees 
intertwined at the entrance.

Just past the Arch Garden 
we have a second parking 
area that adjoins our third 
burial phase. the evergreen 
Area, similar to the Arch 
Garden in its privacy, was 
cleared for burial at the 
end of the 2022 season. 

Now crossing the wooden 
walkway, known as our 
wetlands crossing, will place 
you in proximity to our Phone 
of the Wind, a beautiful 
sentiment in which you can 
privately converse with 
those that have passed on.



Coming Soon! 
The Life Forest Grief Labyrinth 
Labyrinths have been used 
for centuries as a tool to help 
explore feelings. We look 
forward to offering our visitors 
the opportunity to reflect 
and process their grief in a 
peaceful and private setting.
Deeper in the forest along the path, you will 
find an impressive glacier boulder on your 
right which resembles a whale. this is one of 
two glacier boulders on our property.
shedd Brook is also a gorgeous sight. When 
the water is plentiful, the sound is fantastic. 
follow the Life forest path to its’ end and 
turn left.
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Reach out to us: 
inquiries@thelifeforest.com 

(603) 315-0790


